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Delegate Training Subcommittee Report: July 2016 

 

In July, the subcommittee held two meetings in July on the 6th and the 27th. Minutes of those 

meetings and this report will be posted in the Repository on the Website under Delegate Training 

which is under the MPS Committee tab on the left side. 

1. The Delegate trifold, put together with many hands, has been submitted to our MPS 

Committee/ Chair under which this Subcommittee stands.  MPS has provided the trifold 

to the Board; it is now with the Literature Committee for review.  We encourage an 

expedite of this internal piece of service literature be approved by September 1st, in an 

effort to send it out as early as possible to encourage understanding and participation of 

delegates to the 2017 ABC. 

 

2. Service opportunities taken... Per the OPPM, the Chair and Vice Chair of committees are 

appointed by Delegates at the ABC, nothing else is mentioned about other service 

opportunities on a committee. On our July 27th subcommittee meeting, and immediately 

afterwards, the following persons were elected or volunteered for these service 

opportunities: 

    • Vice Chair - Erin D (covers when Chair not available in Fall/Sept) 

    • Workshop Coordinator/Host - David McB 

    • Secretary - Marcia J 

   

We are still looking to fill these positions: 

      

 Outreach (Delegate Buddies) - help coordinate communication among past 

delegates and incoming class of delegates to answer questions and offer support. 

Laura reached out to her past class of 2014 ABC delegates and about 5 are willing 

to be buddies to incoming delegates.  Jim R prepared a survey to help assess past 

delegates experience at past ABC and understanding of delegate process.  We 

need help moving this forward. 

 Workshop Host at ABC - educate and host workshop for 2017 delegates prior to 

ABC starting. We need help coordinating with ABC Committe   

 Outreach to “Mail Only” Meetings - reaching meetings with no email address 

or no recent contact with WSO    

 Outreach to Non-English-Speaking Delegates - do we need to reach them at 

this point? Putting together a foreign language meeting list? I would strongly 

suggest someone from European committee become a part of this as training for 

2018 ABC.  One member mentioned he could translate delegate trifold into 

Spanish. Consider liasing with Literature committee or European 

committee/secretary to see if we can reach delegates in other languages? 
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3. Next items we can turn to are: 

a. Creating a delegate [education registration] packet (delegate trifold, OPPM, commitment 

to service) to be automatically sent out using Mail chimp upon registration (starting mid-

September) 

b. Building a timeline of when workshops and materials are needed for Delegates 

c. The Board made the decision not to approve the name change of the Subcommittee to 

"Delegate Support Subcommittee;" it will use the original name of "Delegate Training 

Subcommittee." 

      

    With Love for Service, 

    Laura L 

    Chair, Delegate Training Subcommittee of Members & Public Service Committee 


